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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of 2D-navigated interleaved 

multishot EPI to enhance kidney diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) in rats at 7.0 T. Fully 

sampled interleaved 4-shot EPI with two-dimensional navigators was tailored for kidney DWI 

(Sprague-Dawley rats, n=7) on a 7T animal scanner. Image quality of 4-shot EPI was 

compared with T2-weighted RARE (reference), single-shot EPI (ss-EPI) without and with 

parallel imaging (PI), contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was quantified on three EPI sequences. 

Dice similarity coefficient, and the Hausdorff distance were used for evaluation of image 

distortion. Mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) were calculated for renal 

cortex and medulla for all DWI approaches. The corticomedullary difference of MD and FA 

were assessed (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Four-shot EPI showed the highest CNR among 

three variants and the lowest geometric distortion versus T2-weighted RARE (mean Dice: 

0.77 for ss-EPI without PI, 0.88 for ss-EPI with twofold undersampling, and 0.92 for 4-shot 

EPI). The FA map derived from 4-shot EPI clearly identified a highly anisotropic region 

corresponding to the inner stripe of the outer medulla. Four-shot EPI successfully discerned 

differences in both MD and FA between renal cortex and medulla. In conclusion, 2D 

navigated, interleaved multi-shot EPI facilitates high-quality rat kidney DWI with clearly 

depicted intra- and inter layer structure and substantially reduced image distortion. This 

approach permits anatomic integrity of DWI and has the potential to benefit the 

characterization of renal microstructure in preclinical studies. (238) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

technique sensitive to Brownian water motion in biological tissues. Kidney DWI provides 

information about the microstructural integrity and function of renal tissues.
1
 Quantitative 

parameters derived from diffusion MRI, such as apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) or 

mean diffusivity (MD) are instrumental for the assessment of diffuse renal pathologies, 

including renal fibrosis,
2,3

 renal artery stenosis,
4
 and renal transplant dysfunction.

5
 By 

employing multiple diffusion encoding directions, diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) is used to 

characterize the anisotropic diffusion nature in renal tissues.
6
 The anisotropy pattern is 

explicit in the renal medulla which is mainly composed of radially distributed vessels, tubules, 

and collecting ducts. Previous studies showed that fractional anisotropy (FA) derived from 

DTI was higher in the healthy renal medulla than in the renal cortex.
7,8

  

 

DWI is commonly acquired using single-shot echo-planar imaging (ss-EPI) because of its 

speed advantage and its motion insensitivity. In current practice, ss-EPI is the workhorse for 

kidney DWI.
9
 Owing to the low bandwidth along the phase-encoding direction, renal DWI 

with ss-EPI is prone to distortion artifacts caused by susceptibility differences between the 

kidney and surrounding air or in kidney regions in close proximity to skin/fat/muscle 

boundaries.
10

 The relatively long echo train duration used in ss-EPI usually results in blurring 

artifacts and thus limits spatial resolution, especially in the presence of a rapid T2
*
 decay.

11
 

Geometric distortion and point spread function induced blurring in EPI can be reduced by 

incorporating parallel imaging (PI) techniques.
12-14

  

 

Multi-shot EPI (ms-EPI) is an alternate approach to improve the geometric fidelity of DWI. 

This technique distributes the acquisition of the k-space data across multiple shots each 

covering a dedicated k-space segment along the frequency-encoding (readout-segmented 

ms-EPI)
15

 or the phase-encoding (interleaved ms-EPI)
16,17

 direction. The interleaved ms-EPI 

approach effectively increases the bandwidth along the phase-encoding direction and thus 

reduces geometric distortion. However, ms-EPI DWI may be contaminated with ghosting 

artifacts caused by inter-shot phase inconsistencies which result from motion-induced phase 



accrual during the diffusion sensitizing or imaging gradients.
18

 Adding a navigator echo after 

the image echo can be used to estimate and compensate for the inter-shot phase 

differences.
19,20

 Previous studies demonstrated that readout-segmented ms-EPI in conjunction 

with two-dimensional (2D) navigator correction enhances the quality of renal DWI of human 

subjects and rodents on 3T clinical MR scanners.
21,22

 Several studies have shown the 

capability of ms-EPI in obtaining high quality murine diffusion imaging, including placental 

perfusion,
23

 mouse cervical spinal cord DWI,
24

 mouse brain DTI.
25,26

 So far, ms-EPI 

approaches have not been established for renal DWI at higher magnetic field strengths using 

preclinical small bore MR instruments, where susceptibility gradients might be pronounced 

and where the enhanced gradient coil performance reduces the duration of the diffusion 

sensitizing gradient pulses and affords shorter echo times.   

 

Recognizing the challenge and opportunity this work examines the feasibility of multi-shot 

EPI interleaved along the phase-encoding direction to enhance renal DWI in rats using a 7.0 T 

preclinical animal scanner. For this purpose, extra navigator echoes were implemented to 

correct inter-shot phase variations in interleaved ms-EPI. Image quality of diffusion sensitized 

ms-EPI of the rat kidney was systematically evaluated by contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and 

distortion level
27

 for benchmarking against single-shot DWI-EPI. Differences in mean 

diffusivity and fractional anisotropy between renal cortex and medulla were compared for the 

employed DWI-EPI variants. 



METHODS 

Animals 

This study was approved by the local Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Seven 

male Sprague-Dawley rats (aged 7-8 weeks, bodyweight 150-180 g) were involved. The 

animals had ad libitum access to standard diet food and water while housed under standard 

conditions with environmental enrichment. During MRI scanning, 1.5% isoflurane was 

employed for animal anesthesia. Body temperature was maintained at 38℃ with a circulating 

water blanket (Thermo Haake, Karlsruhe, Germany) placed on the rat’s abdomen. Respiration 

rate was monitored throughout the experiment (SA Instruments, New York, NY, USA).  

 

Imaging acquisition 

All MRI experiments were carried out on a 7.0 T, 16 cm bore animal MR scanner equipped 

with a 90 mm gradient and shim coil set (B-GA9S HP), capable of generating maximum 

gradient amplitude of 760 mT/m each axis and slew rate of 6840 T/m/s (PharmaScan; Bruker 

BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany). A 72 mm diameter volume RF coil was used for spin 

excitation in conjunction with a four-channel surface RF coil array (outer diameter: 68 mm, 

length: 590 mm) used for signal reception (Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany). Respiratory 

triggering was used to minimize the effect of respiratory motion. 

 

T2-weighted (T2W) 2D RARE (TR=3000 ms, TE=20 ms, RARE factor=8, number of 

slices=1, slice thickness=2 mm, field of view (FOV)=40×55 mm
2
, matrix size=150×150, 

in-plane spatial resolution=0.27×0.37 mm
2
, receiver bandwidth=78,125 Hz, number of 

averages=2, and total scan time=1 min 48 s) was first performed for localization and for 

obtaining the anatomical reference used for the assessment of geometric distortions. B0 field 

map-based shimming was performed to minimize B0 field inhomogeneity. 

 

The scanning parameters used for all three DWI-EPI variants were: TR=3000 ms, receiver 

bandwidth=200,000 Hz, FOV=40×55 mm
2
, matrix size=128×96, in-plane spatial 

resolution=0.31×0.57 mm
2
, slice thickness=2 mm, number of averages=4, eight 

diffusion-directions at b=500 s/mm
2

 (the maximum gradient strength and gradient scaling 



were 200.3 mT/m and 51.6% per channel, diffusion gradient duration (δ) was 4.5 ms, and 

diffusion gradient separation (Δ) was 10.6 ms) and at b=0 s/mm
2
 image. SS-EPI sequences 

(partial Fourier (PF) factor=5/8, total scan time=1 min 48 s) were performed without (R=1, 

TE=32.01 ms) and with PI (R=2, TE=24.49 ms). Supplementary Material Figure 1 presents 

the sequence diagram and the corresponding k-space trajectory of the implemented 2D 

navigated ms-EPI sequence (number of shots=4, TE=32.66 ms, TE of the navigator=58.08 ms, 

matrix size of the navigator=32×24, spatial resolution of the navigator=1.25×2.29 mm
2
, 

PF-factor=1, total scan time=7 min 12 s, protocol name: 4-shot EPI), the echo spacing of the 

navigator-echo was reduced by 4 times to ensure consistent acquisition bandwidths (6250 Hz 

along PE direction) between the image and the navigator echoes, to make sure that the 

distortion level of navigator echo matches that of the image echo.
28

 To mitigate the 

chemical-shift artifact, fat suppression was conducted for all the three EPI variants.  

 

Image reconstruction 

Image reconstruction and calculation of the evaluation metrics were performed in Matlab 

2016b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). GRAPPA was used for the reconstruction of the 

undersampled data.
14

 For ss-EPI variants, data from PF acquisition were reconstructed using 

homodyne reconstruction.
29

 Image Reconstruction using Image-space Sampling function 

(IRIS) was used for the reconstruction of the ms-EPI data.
16

 First, the navigator-echo k-space 

data were interpolated by cubic spline interpolation to the size of the image-echo and then 

inverse Fourier transformed to obtain a complex navigator-echo image. The phase of the 

complex image was served as the extra phase Φm induced by subject motion during the 

diffusion sensitization period, separately from each shot. The extra-phase information Φm was 

then incorporated into the encoding matrix E, which combines the encoding matrix containing 

motion-induced phase (Pj,s, a diagonal matrix whose principal diagonal elements equals to 

exp(iΦm)), coil sensitivity (Sj,c), and the shifting of k-space sampling (As): 

                              Ej,c,s = AsSj,cPj,s                             (1) 

where j represents each phase-encoding step, c the number of coil channels, and s the number 

of shots. Then the reconstruction of the image-echo image f̂ follows:
16

 



                                                              f̂ = (EHψ-1E)
-1

EHψ-1g,                     (2) 

where ψ represents the noise correlation matrix, g the aliased image which is generated from 

the inverse Fourier transform of the undersampled k-space data, and H the Hermitian 

transposed complex conjugate operator.  

 

Evaluation metrics 

Contrast-to-noise ratio 

The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was analyzed for ss-EPI and ms-EPI images at b=0 s/mm
2
. 

One 25-pixel circular ROI was placed in the inner medulla (IM) of the kidney and the other is 

manually drawn as large as possible within the inner stripe of the outer medulla (ISOM), CNR 

was defined as the absolute signal difference of ISOM and IM divided by the standard 

deviation of IM (Ref. 30):  

                                                              CNR =
|SISOM-SIM|

SDIM

.                                                   (3)           

 

Geometric distortion 

The evaluation of geometric distortion was performed following the approach reported by 

Periquito, et al.
27

 First, the kidney outlines were manually segmented in T2W RARE images 

to define the distortion-free reference. Subsequently, the reference contours were 

superimposed to non-diffusion sensitized images of ss-EPI and 4-shot EPI acquisitions. The 

explicit illustration of the distortion levels was presented in color-coded difference-maps 

between the kidney outlines derived from ss-EPI and 4-shot EPI acquisitions and the T2W 

RARE reference. The Dice similarity coefficient and the Hausdorff distance were computed 

for quantitative evaluation of image distortion.  

 

Mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy 

Using a monoexponential signal decay model, the diffusion tensor was first calculated for 

each pixel. MD and FA were calculated based on the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) of the tensor 

according to Refs. 31 and 32. 

 



Statistical analysis 

All animals scanned were included in the data analysis. MD and FA were compared between 

renal cortex and renal medulla using Wilcoxon signed-rank test. All statistical analyses were 

performed in SPSS (v.19.0, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). P<0.05 was considered as statistically 

significant. 

  



RESULTS 

Figure 1 presents representative images derived from 4-shot EPI, ss-EPI without (R=1) and 

with parallel imaging (R=2), and T2W RARE. The anatomic fidelity of the images obtained 

with fully sampled ss-EPI was compromised by severe geometric distortion and susceptibility 

artifacts. Image quality was improved by introducing PI undersampling (R=2), whereas the 

susceptibility artifact was still pronounced near the air cavity as pointed by the red arrows. 

Unlike the ss-EPI variants, 2D navigated 4-shot EPI yielded significantly reduced geometric 

distortion, clearly defined renal outline and anatomic representation of the renal layers and 

intrarenal structures.  

 

The quantitative results of the evaluation metrics including CNR, the Dice similarity 

coefficient, and the Hausdorff distance are summarized in Table 1. The 4-shot EPI achieved 

the highest CNR value among three variants. The corresponding Dice similarity coefficients 

were 0.77±0.07, 0.87±0.04, and 0.92±0.03 for conventional ss-EPI, two-fold undersampled 

ss-EPI, and navigated 4-shot EPI. The 4-shot EPI variant obtained the lowest Hausdorff 

distance. 

 

An illustrative assessment of geometric distortion is provided in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows 

the kidney contours manually segmented for T2W RARE images. These reference contours 

are superimposed to the images derived from ss-EPI and navigated 4-shot EPI. The reference 

contours match the kidneys in the 4-shot EPI image better than those in the ss-EPI images. 

The difference map provided in Figure 2B demonstrates less geometric distortion for 4-shot 

EPI versus ss-EPI.  

 

Figure 3 displays the quantitative MD and FA maps obtained for the three EPI variants. The 

MD maps derived from 4-shot EPI reveal heterogenous interlayer and uniform intralayer 

patterns that are consistent with renal anatomy. The FA maps obtained for 4-shot EPI data 

demonstrate a higher degree of diffusion anisotropy in the inner stripe of the outer medulla 



than in the outer stripe of the outer medulla, the inner medulla, and the renal cortex. This 

anisotropy pattern was not observed in the FA map derived from ss-EPI images. Besides, we 

observed abnormally high values at the boundary of the kidney in the FA map derived from 

ss-EPI images.  

 

Figure 4 shows representative regions of interest (ROIs) covering the renal cortex and 

medulla. The ROIs were obtained from ms-EPI (b=0 s/mm
2
) and superimposed to the 

corresponding MD map. A comparison of the MD and FA values obtained for the renal cortex 

and medulla for all animals is shown in Figure 5 for the three DWI-EPI approaches. For 

4-shot EPI, MD was significantly higher in the cortex than in the medulla (1.44×10
-3

 mm
2
/s 

vs 1.39×10
-3

 mm
2
/s, P=0.008), while FA was significantly lower in the cortex than in the 

medulla (0.20 vs 0.27, P<0.001). These significant differences were not consistently observed 

for the ss-EPI variants. The application of ss-EPI (R=1) only revealed the corticomedullary 

difference in MD (1.36×10
-3

 mm
2
/s vs 1.23×10

-3
 mm

2
/s, P=0.008). For two-fold 

undersampled ss-EPI, no corticomedullary difference was detected in either MD or FA maps. 

  



DISCUSSION 

This study demonstrates the applicability of navigated ms-EPI to enhance rat kidney DWI on 

a 7.0 T animal scanner. Compared with conventional ss-EPI variants, 2D navigated 

interleaved ms-EPI achieved renal DWI with clearly depicted intra- and inter layer structure 

and significantly reduced geometric distortion. The renal FA map derived from ms-EPI 

showed a well-defined region with highly anisotropic diffusion properties in the inner stripe 

of the outer medulla. Our results also demonstrate that ms-EPI outperforms ss-EPI in the 

ability to detect the corticomedullary differentiation in diffusion parameters such as MD and 

FA. 

 

A significant improvement of ms-EPI over ss-EPI is the reduction of geometric distortion and 

enhancement in anatomic fidelity. The amount of local distortion in EPI is proportional to the 

B0 field inhomogeneity and inversely proportional to the bandwidth in the phase-encoding 

direction. The severe distortion observed in fully sampled ss-EPI based renal imaging was 

caused by the inhomogeneous B0 field at the interface of the kidney margin. Consistent with 

previous reports,
9,12

 our results show that distortion in EPI can be reduced by using parallel 

imaging, which increases the bandwidth along the phase-encoding direction by increasing the 

k-space distance between neighboring phase-encoding lines. A two-fold undersampling 

corresponds to two times of the bandwidth in the phase-encoding direction. Further increase 

of undersampling would benefit the reduction of geometric distortion at the cost of noise 

amplification and residual aliasing artifacts. The interleaved 4-shot EPI acquisition adopted in 

this study increases the bandwidth in the phase-encoding direction by a factor of four versus 

fully sampled ss-EPI. Consequently, the spatial displacement caused by B0 inhomogeneities in 

4-shot EPI is only half of that induced in two-fold accelerated ss-EPI. This gain in anatomic 

fidelity is reflected by the renal difference maps, the Dice coefficients and the Hausdorff 

distance obtained for the three EPI variants. 

 

The evaluated CNR and geometric integrity of ms-EPI images facilitate a clear depiction of 

the renal outline and the intrarenal anatomic structure, which benefit the accurate definition of 

the main renal layers and the assignment of anatomic ROIs. The improved image quality 



obtained for ms-EPI benefits the calculation of quantitative diffusion-related parameters. Our 

results demonstrated that ms-EPI outperformed ss-EPI in detecting the inter-layer differences 

in mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy. Interestingly, a region with high FA values was 

identified in the inner stripe of the outer medulla in the FA map derived 4-shot EPI, while this 

observation was not made for the ss-EPI based FA maps. The radially-orientated tubular 

structures in the medulla probably contribute to the preferred diffusion direction and high FA 

values.
6,33,34

 Previous studies showed that FA decreases in regions where renal impairment 

occurs.
35-38

 Note that FA values near the kidney boundaries were abnormally high in the 

ss-EPI variants. This can be explained by the fact that eddy-current induced distortions are 

diffusion direction-dependent,
39

 as shown in Supplementary Material Figure 2. The reduced 

distortion of interleaved 4-shot EPI sequence over ss-EPI variants contributes to improve the 

accuracy and robustness in FA quantification. These findings suggest that ms-EPI might play 

an important role in the preclinical research of renal diseases associated with changes in 

micromorphology and water diffusion. 

 

Alternative methods to improve DWI of the kidney include RARE and readout-segmented 

ms-EPI. RARE includes a series of refocusing pulses which making it insensitive to 

B0-inhomogeneities, and thus provides high anatomic accuracy. Directly applying 

diffusion-sensitizing gradients to RARE sequence may face the issue that motion during the 

diffusion-sensitizing gradients would make the sequence violate the 

Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) condition,
40

 which leads to signal loss and error in 

diffusion measurement. Split-echo RARE
27

 method successfully addresses this problem and 

improves the anatomic integrity of renal DWI. The train of refocusing pulses results in an 

imaging speed and RF power deposition handicap over EPI.
41

 To address these constraints, 

Combined Acquisition Techniques (CAT)
42

 have been applied to boost imaging speed and to 

reduce RF power deposition by using a modular hybrid approach that integrates RARE and 

EPI.
43-45

 A RARE-EPI hybrid is conceptually appealing for the pursuit of renal DWI at 

(ultra)high fields due to the anatomic integrity of RARE in conjunction with the imaging 

speed and RF power deposition advantage of EPI.
46

  

 



Another approach of multi-shot DWI is readout-segmented ms-EPI where k-space 

segmentation occurs along the frequency-encoding direction. Given the same k-space 

coverage, readout-segmentation improves the phase-encoding sampling bandwidth. However, 

more data acquisition occurs during gradient ramping, compared with interleaved ms-EPI 

employed in this work. As a result, the actual distortion reduction in readout-segmented EPI 

deviates negatively from the ideal reduction. This deviation increases with the number of 

segments.
47,48

 Thus, the readout-segmented approach is less effective in distortion reduction 

than the interleaved ms-EPI approach, especially as the number of segments increases. 

 

Phase inconsistencies in multi-shot acquisitions can also be addressed by self-navigated 

approaches such as multiplexed sensitivity‐encoding (MUSE)
49

 and self-navigated interleaved 

spiral (SNAILS)
50

. SNAILS is based on multishot variable-density spiral readout trajectory 

and employs data in the oversampled k-space center as navigator for inter-shot motion 

correction. The reconstruction of non-Cartesian data in SNAILS usually requires 

sophisticated and time-consuming algorithms. In addition, the actual k-space sampling 

trajectory may deviate from the prescribed one because of gradient imperfections.
51

 MUSE is 

based on an interleaved-multishot EPI sequence, and it adopts a two-step SENSE 

reconstruction procedure to correct the motion-induced phase errors between interleaves. 

Each interleave is first reconstructed using SENSE. The phase of individual interleaves was 

used to modulate coil sensitivities and incorporated into the final SENSE reconstruction of all 

interleaves. Recently developed autocalibrating segmented diffusion-weighted acquisitions 

(ASeDiWA)
52

 can be seen as a GRAPPA variant of the MUSE algorithm, which enables an 

iteration of the reconstruction procedure, this variant has been initially investigated for its 

improvement of phase estimation in preclinical settings. The number of shots in MUSE 

related approaches is limited by the number of array coils and the performance of parallel 

reconstruction. In preclinical context where only few receiver coils are available, the utility of 

this approach is limited.
53

 In contrast, there is no limitation on the number of interleaves in the 

navigator-based approach adopted in our work. 

 

A limitation of the present work is the scan time prolongation of 2D navigated ms-EPI versus 



ss-EPI. The ms-EPI approach was implemented with a fully sampled acquisition in our 

experiments. To compensate for the scan time prolongation parallel imaging techniques can 

be integrated in ms-EPI. Furthermore, combining blip-up/down acquisition (BUDA) strategy 

with ms-EPI has the potential to achieve distortion-free renal DWI with high-resolution.
54,55

 

Only a half of 4 shots will be used in BUDA, compared to our 4-shot EPI settings, and thus 

reduces the scan time to half. Another drawback is the restricted spatial resolution along the 

slice direction. DTI is well established in the literature for renal DWI. The enhanced 

resolution of DWI reported here benefits the quantification of diffusion-related metrics and 

renal fiber tractography. Yet, the spatial resolution of 2D acquisitions is still limited in the 

slice direction due to SNR limitations. Combining ms-EPI with simultaneous multiple slab 

excitation, parallel imaging, and slice super-resolution techniques provides potential for 

improving the resolution of renal DWI in the slice direction.
37,56,57

  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study demonstrates the value of 2D navigated interleaved multishot EPI to enhance rat 

kidney DWI at high magnetic fields. The elevated CNR and improvement of geometric 

integrity facilitated by multishot EPI contributes to a clear depiction and delineation of 

intra-renal structures and benefits quantification of renal water diffusion-related metrics. The 

present study relies on normal rats as a prelude to studies in small rodent models. Renal DWI 

with 2D navigated interleaved ms-EPI will support preclinical studies and translational 

research aimed at further elucidating changes in water diffusion and micromorphology 

associated with renal pathology. It will also enable new insights into mechanisms of renal 

pathophysiology by means of systematic analysis of the relationship between fractional 

anisotropy and mean diffusivity probed with DWI and physiological measurements.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Comparison of in vivo images obtained with ss-EPI (wo/w parallel imaging) and 

with 4-shot EPI. T2W-RARE shown in the left column represents the anatomic reference. The 

medium column presents non-diffusion weighted images (b = 0 s/mm
2
). The right column 

illustrates diffusion weighted (DW) images (b = 500 s/mm2). The renal outline and intra-renal 

structure were more clearly depicted for 4-shot EPI versus ss-EPI. The red arrows indicate 

susceptibility artifacts in ss-EPI variants. 

 

Table 1. Evaluation metrics of the image quality obtained by ss-EPI variants and the 4-shot 

EPI sequence, including Contrast-to-noise Ratio (CNR), the Dice similarity coefficient, and 

the Hausdorff distance. 

 

Figure 2. Assessment of geometric distortion for the ss-EPI and 4-shot EPI variants. 

Reference outlines of the rat kidney were manually obtained from the T2W-RARE image (A). 

The red contours were then overlaid on the EPI images. The color-coded difference maps (B) 

with respect to the T2W-RARE reference demonstrate the amount of distortion. Blue 

represents false negative (-1), red indicates false positive (+1) against the reference. The Dice 

factors provide a quantitative metric for EPI image distortion versus the T2W-RARE 

reference. 

 

Figure 3. Representative quantitative parameter maps including MD and FA derived from in 

vivo DWI of the rat kidney using ss-EPI (R = 1, left column), ss-EPI (R = 2, center column), 

and 4-shot EPI (right column). 

 

Figure 4. Representative definition of regions of interest (ROI) for in vivo rat kidney. The 

blue and orange shadings indicate the ROIs of the renal cortex and the renal medulla in the 

right kidney. ROIs were manually drawn on the b = 0 s/mm2 image and overlaid on the 

corresponding MD map. 

 



Figure 5. Comparison of MD and FA parameters between renal cortex and renal medulla (N 

= 7). *, **, and *** denote that a Wilcoxon signed-rank test produced a P-value less than 0.05, 

0.01, and 0.001, respectively. 

 

Supplementary Material Figure 1. The sequence diagram (a) and the corresponding k-space 

trajectory (b) of the implemented 2D navigated ms-EPI sequence. 

 

Supplementary Material Figure 2. All the diffusion-weighted images (8 in total) with the 

contours from b-value = 0 overlapped on them, for R = 1 ss-EPI (2A), R = 2 ss-EPI (2B), and 

4-shot EPI (2C), respectively. The eddy-current induced distortions are pointed by the yellow 

arrows and the susceptibility artifacts are pointed by the green arrows. The mean diffusivity 

(MD) map and the fractional anisotropy (FA) map are presented in the first column.  
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CNR Dice Hausdorff distance

ss-EPI R=1 4.31±1.37 0.77±0.07 4.26±0.60

ss-EPI R=2 4.00±1.94 0.87±0.04 3.46±0.44

4-shot EPI 7.66±1.91 0.92±0.03 2.81±0.35

Table 1 Evaluation metrics of the image quality obtained by ss-EPI variants and the 4-shot

EPI sequence, including Contrast-to-noise Ratio (CNR), the Dice similarity coefficient,

and the Hausdorff distance.
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